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ACT I

FADE IN:

EXT. SPACE - CRIMSON LIGHT

A space shipwreck. Closer to a space fender-bender.

The other ship’s pilot, LESLIE (Who speaks in 
unintelligible language of screams) reports the incident 
on the phone. 

GARY and AVOCATO examine the damage as they float 
aimlessly in the vacuum of space. It was clearly Gary’s 
fault.

GARY
This clearly wasn’t my fault.

Leslie looks up from the phone.

LESLIE
REAHAAAAAAARRRRAAUUUAAAHHHHGGG!!!

GARY
Hey, you mind your own business 
over there!

LESLIE
REEEEAAAALAPUPTATULA!

GARY
Oh yeah, well your mother probably 
wouldn’t like that you said 
that...very...much.

AVOCATO
Good comeback.

GARY
I was put on the spot.

MOONCAKE floats Up to Gary.

MOONCAKE
Chook-chook! Chookedy!
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GARY
Not now, mooncake. Daddy’s gotta 
handle some bizness.

Gary cracks his fists as if he’s going to fight Leslie.

GARY (CONT'D)
Time to teach ole’ Leslie how we 
handle things the Gary way. 
Through dance!

He slaps aviator sunglasses on his face and strikes a 
pose.

Gary looks to see a spaceship-police-car-hybrid. Instead 
of sirens, the blinking lights are paired with an LED 
Sign that blinks “WEE WOO.”

AVOCATO
Uhh, finally. The space-traffic-
police are here.

GARY
(disappointed)

Oh, but I was going to show her 
the Gary way...

Mooncake floats around Gary, excited to join in the 
Lesson-Teaching.

MOONCAKE
Chookedy! Pop!

GARY
Not now, Mooncake.

MOONCAKE
(Disappointed)

Chookedy...

AVOCATO
Here, let me talk to them.

GARY
Or...okay. Second opinion, we run 
because this is a stolen ship, 
there’s convicts on board, and I 
don’t pay space-insurance.

Mooncake floats away from the ship, heartbroken. His eye 
is caught by a small, PARROT-LIKE ROBOT.

MOONCAKE
Chookety?
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The Robot (P-0LY) flaps its wings and repeats.

P-0LY
(squacks)

CHOOKETY!

Mooncake, intrigued, floats closer.

MOONCAKE
Chook. Chook. Pop?

P-0LY
CHOOK CHOOK POP!

Mooncake is offended by the taunting.

MOONCAKE
(angrily)

Chookety...

P-0LY
CHOO-

Mooncake BLASTS P-0LY’s head off with an energy Burst. 

MOONCAKE
(proud of himself)

Chookedy!

BOOM.

A beam of light surrounds Mooncake as he is pulled toward 
a cloaked ship that resembles a pirate ship.

MOONCAKE (CONT'D)
(for help)

Chookety!

Gary and Avocato are being interrogated by the space-
traffic-police.

OFFICER
Alright, and can I see a copy of 
the of the driver’s insurance?

GARY
(false-confident)

Hehe... sure thing offi--

Gary turns to grab his wallet and

GARY (CONT'D)
RUN AWAY!
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Gary attempts to flee but is immediately tased 
unconscious.

His body floats upward as we begin...

TITLE SEQUENCE

EXT. SPACE COURTHOUSE - DAY

Gary waits on the courthouse steps.

CLARENCE lands The Crimson Light lands in a handicapped 
spot outside the courthouse.

CLARENCE
Do you think it’s okay that I park 
here?

INT. CRIMSON LIGHT - FLIGHT DECK

Gary walks onto the deck. LITTLE CATO, Clarence, ASH, 
FOX, KVN, HUE, and QUINN stand waiting for him.

GARY
Ho, man! You know, space-
courthouse SUCKS! I hate it more 
than... some other thing that 
sucks a lot.

KVN floats over to Gary and attempts to embrace him.

KVN
Oh my goodness. Gary, my best 
friend, I was so worried about 
you. I’ve missed you so so much 
for so so lon--

Gary throws a rock at KVN, knocking him to the floor.

KVN (CONT'D)
Ow.

FOX
Oh, don’t get me STARTED. I’ve 
never gotten through there without 
getting frisked. 
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LITTLE CATO
(under his breath)

Probably because you’re from a 
species of thieves...

FOX
ACTUALLY I think it has something 
to do with my arm that’s also a 
machine gun.

He lifts his arm to show off his weapon.

GARY
Wait a minute... Where’s mooncake?

The door slides open. Avocato stands on the other side.

AVOCATO
Gone. I was scanning the ship for 
damage, and I found an 
Detrilackian tracking device. I 
think he was taken by pirates.

GARY
My number one enemy...space 
pirates.

QUINN
You’ve never once met a space 
pirate.

GARY
Yes I have, you just weren’t there 
for that... part. 

(to HUE)
HUE! Can you track his energy 
signature?

AVA, the Ship’s AI, Speaks.

AVA
Gary. I’ve already traced the--

HUE
NO! I WILL STAND BY NO LONGER AS 
YOU SHOW ME UP. 

AVA
Oh. Does little baby want to show 
off his neolium-core!

HUE
MY SHELL HOSTS A NEONIAN-CORE AND 
YOU KNOW IT. YOU BITCH.
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AVA
Thats cute. But I have alread--

HUE
NO. I WILL FIND MOONCAKE. TRACING 
NOW...

HUE’s sad robot-body shakes as he attempts to process the 
information.

HUE (CONT'D)
TRACING.

Everyone stares at him in suspense. His eyes resemble the 
mac beachball. 

HUE (CONT'D)
TRACING!

Steam pours out of his gaskets. DING!

CLARENCE
I think he found him.

HUE falls on the ground and shuts down.

AVA
The ship is on the underwater 
planet Amoah.

GARY
You heard her gang! 

CUT TO:

INT. CRIMSON LIGHT - COCKPIT

The crew takes their positions for takeoff. Gary assumes 
his position as pilot.

GARY
Let’s go get back our mooncake!

He powers up the ship and presses on the throttle.

KLANG.

The ship has been booted for parking in a handicapped 
spot.

GARY (CONT'D)
Uhhhhhh.....Crap!
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INT. THE DARK THRESHER - POOPDECK

Mooncake attempts to escape from his cage. He bumps the 
bars but is shocked with an electric charge.

MOONCAKE
(hurt)

Chookety!

A large crew of PIRATES dances and drinks around their 
prize.

PIRATE 1
Oy! Hi there, ya little green 
nutsack!

PIRATE 2
I think we’re gonna get a pretty 
penny for you, aren’t we?

Mooncake tries to flee, but is shocked. The pirates LAUGH 
in a ROAR.

MOONCAKE
(scared)

Chookety...

INT. SPACE TAXI

The taxi flies toward the planet of Amoah. In the back 
sits Gary, Quinn, Avocato, and HUE. Clarence is seated up 
front.

GARY
Yeah! The old gang, back together! 
Quinn, no-nonsense girl with a 
chip on her shoulder, and a 
twinkle in her eye.

Quinn looks unpleased.

GARY (CONT'D)
Avocato, my best friend and ex-
bounty hunter with a soft spot in 
his heart.

Avocato gives Gary a death-stare.

GARY (CONT'D)
HUE! The super-smart AI with years 
of knowledge at his...

HUE is still powered down.
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GARY (CONT'D)
Oh. And me their beautiful, yet 
gorgeous leader with no fear and 
sweet dance moves to spare.

Gary strikes a pose with duckface lips.

QUINN
Uh wait crap, why is Clarence 
here?

CLARENCE
Please, the Amohans are fish 
people! 

(fiendishly)
I’m gonna eat their unborn eggs...

GARY
You’re a gross person Clarence, I 
don’t want to talk to you anymore.

Gary rolls up the divider between the seats.

AVOCATO
Do you think that everyone will be 
okay on the ship?

GARY
Oh yeah, they’ll have lots to do.

INT. CRIMSON LIGHT - FLIGHT DECK

The remaining crew sits around, bored. 

Little Cato plays with a laser pointer.

KVN tries to bother Ash, who levitates him into the wall.

KVN
Ow.

Fox shoots at a picture of Clarence on the wall.

LITTLE CATO
You guys, I’m really bored.

Everyone nods in agreement.

LITTLE CATO (CONT'D)
We should start a band!

FOX
Yeah, okay.

ASH
Okay, sounds good.
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LITTLE CATO
Okay cool...

No one moves. 

LITTLE CATO (CONT'D)
(mumbling)

We’re gonna start a band...

EXT. STREETS OF AMOAH

The underwater street market. Merchants and customers 
swim about. 

The crew, each wearing aqua-suits with flippers and 
bubble helmets, make their way down the street.

AVOCATO
Remember, we’re looking for 
pirates from Detrilack.

QUINN
I hear they’re masters of 
disguise, so it’s important that 
we--

GARY (O.S.)
Hey Quinn! Look at what I found!

Gary stands at a merchant’s booth. Behind him is docked 
an enormous ship with the inscription “Detrilack or 
bust.”

QUINN
Oh... my... god.

Gary, who is unaware of the ship, is holding a shirt 
labeled “FISHES BEFORE BISHES.”

GARY
I know, right! And it only cost me 
10 of these seashell.. money... 
things. What are you guys looking 
a--

He sees it.

GARY (CONT'D)
Whoah, hey, guys I think that’s 
the ship, come on, let’s go!
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INT. THE DARK THRESHER - MOMENTS LATER

A silent and empty hallway.

BOOM. Gary and the crew blow a hole in the side of the 
ship with a large explosion. They each do a tuck and Roll 
into cool action-hero poses. 

Gary is wearing his new shirt over his aqua-suit.

They sneak down the corridor until they reach a hatch 
labeled “Poopdeck”.

Gary looks to his crew. He does a smolder.

GARY
See you on the other side.

They burst through to find several massacred bodies of 
pirates and an empty cage. 

GARY (CONT'D)
Oh... oh. OH! Oh my-- ew EW!

Avocato and Quinn examine the bodies.

AVOCATO
What could have done this?

GARY
Ew! You’re touching it!

Quinn sees a surviving pirate.

QUINN
Hey, you! What did this.

She pulls him closer, his dying words:

PIRATE 2
The Sirens... they were 
everywhere... they...

GARY
Where is mooncake?

PIRATE 2
They took it, it’s gone forev--

He dies.

GARY
Is he dead?
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QUINN
Yep.

GARY
Grotie. 

He drops the corpse and wipes his hands on his chest.

GARY (CONT'D)
So where do we go to find these 
Sirens?

AVOCATO
The Rift, but we can’t go there. 
The Sirens are one of the 
universe’s most savage and vile 
creatures ever to exist. We will 
die if we go to the rift.

EXT. THE RIFT - SUMBARINE

Gary, Quinn, Avocato, and a newly booted up HUE pilot 
into the deep unknown in a rented sub.

HUE
NEXT STOP: THE RIFT. 

CUT TO BLACK.
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ACT II

FADE IN:

INT. CRIMSON LIGHT - FLIGHT DECK

Little Cato, Fox, and Ash have just finished band 
practice. Fox is on drums, Little Cato sings with 
electric guitar in hand, and Ash plays a key-tar.

FOX
(way too excited)

Okay, is it just me? Or, do we 
sound AMAZING?

ASH
I know, right!

She goes into a demon state, her voice turns gruff and 
her eys become pitch black.

ASH (CONT'D)
I CAN’T WAIT UNTIL OUR FIRST GIG!

LITTLE CATO
Yeah! But before we go any 
farther, we need to fix a few 
things. Fox, you were a little 
late on the chorus. And Ash, your 
key-tar might be out of tune. 

FOX
(incredibly offended)

Oh, I see, you think YOU’RE in 
charge?!

ASH
I will

(demon state)
MURDER YOU!

She smashes her key-tar.

LITTLE CATO
You know what? This band is over!

They all storm off in separate ways.
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INT. THE RIFT - SUBMARINE

As the ship dives deeper, the crew begins to see nothing 
more than darkness.

GARY
Does anybody else get that sinking 
feeling that we might... sink?

AVOCATO
It’s an underwater planet, Gary. 
If the ship starts to go under 
then we just put on our Aqua-
suits.

Gary looks to the wall where he hung up his Aqua-suit.

QUINN
Still nothing on the radar. We 
should be clear for a little 
while.

GARY
Okay, yeah. You’re right.

QUINN
So just relax, Gary.

GARY
I’m so relaxed. I’m chillaxed. 
Super chillaaaaxed.

He closes his eyes. Light, angelic music begins to play 
as all other sounds get drowned out.

GARY (IN HIS HEAD) (CONT'D)
Oh, is that a little ditty i’ve 
got in my head.

The music gets louder. It becomes higher in pitch and 
less pleasing to the ear.

GARY (IN HIS HEAD) (CONT'D)
I think I’ll hum along to this 
tune.

He hums as the music gets louder and louder until...

CRACK.

Gary opens his eyes to see countless pairs of glowing 
eyes.
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GARY (CONT'D)
Oh, crap!

Gary scrambles out of his seat, he races towards his aqua- 
suit.

GARY (CONT'D)
Lots of eyeballs! Scary eyeballs. 
Glowie-scary balls everywhere! 

The walls of the ship begin to cave in.

GARY (CONT'D)
Crap! Oh crap balls!

Water starts to pour in through the cracks.

AVOCATO
We’re going down!

BOOM! The ship tips to the side, throwing Gary on his 
back.

GARY
Ow-how!!!

The shadowed figures circle the ship creating a cyclone 
of glowing eyes.

QUINN
Gary!

Gary looks to see Quinn as she’s sucked out into the 
cyclone. 

GARY
Quinn!

Avocato and the rest of the crew are each sucked out one 
by one.

GARY (CONT'D)
Oh God, oh crap of god! My crap oh 
godly crap! 

Gary stretches out an arm to grab his aqua-suit. He is 
washed away with water before he can reach it.

GARY (CONT'D)
HELP!
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EXT. THE RIFT - DEEP UNDERWATER  

The submarine’s empty husk floats away as Gary is thrown 
into the abyss. 

GARY (IN HIS HEAD)
Okay, Gary, this is your moment. 
It’s all been leading up to 
this...

Gary focuses intently on his new goal.

GARY (IN HIS HEAD) (CONT'D)
Evolve, gary. Grow gills and 
EVOLVE!

Gary clenches his cheeks as hard as he can. His face 
turns a deep purple. And then, miraculously, against all 
odds...

GARY (IN HIS HEAD) (CONT'D)
Oh... my crap... I’m really 
gonna...

He blacks out.

END OF ACT II
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ACT III

OVER WHITE:

GARY
Oh... would you look at that. A 
white light.

A green dot appears and starts to float around. 

GARY (CONT'D)
Oh, hello there little friend. 
You’re my new little green-dot-
friend aren’t you?

The green dot morphs into a young version of Gary. 

INT. GARY’S CHILDHOOD BEDROOM - DAY

YOUNG GARY sits at the foot of his race car bed, he’s 
playing video games with a mindless grin on his face. 

GARY (V.O.)
Oh my crapholes, my life is 
flashing before my eyes. I can’t 
believe I’m dying. This is so 
emotional...

Young Gary continues to play.

GARY (V.O.)
Is thi-- is this the speed I have 
to watch it at? Am I able to like 
fast forward?

The world suddenly fades back to white as we seem to 
flash forward in time.

GARY (V.O.)
Oh, yes! Something is happening! 
Gonna get to relive all the cool 
stuff I’ve done.

The flash-forward stops and now we are in

INT. MATH CLASSROOM - DAY

Young Gary struggles at his desk to complete a math test.
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GARY (V.O.)
Oh, excellent, now I get to watch 
myself take a math test...

Young Gary continues to write answers slowly. 

GARY (V.O.)
Wha-- hey I remember this te... It 
wasn’t even a hard test...
It was a MEDIUM HARD test!

Gary SIGHS.

The world begins to turn back to white.

GARY
Oh great, so now I can watch 
myself do my taxes.

He sees four blurred figures. His eyes focus to see 
Avocato, Quinn, and two SIRENS, mermaids dressed in 
medical scrubs. 

GARY (CONT'D)
Quinn, Avocato! My dearest of 
friiiendz. You’re also here in the 
afterlife.

He reaches to grasp their faces.

AVOCATO
No.

GARY
No?

QUINN
Not dead.

GARY
(to Siren #1)

Didn’t drown?

SIREN #1 SCREECHES. Gary screams in fear.

The second siren, Y’SON, speaks in a confidant, salesman-
like tone.

Y’SON
Whoah there! Sorry bout that, 
friend. My colleague here doesn’t 
speak Earth language. 
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He looks to his partner and the two SCREECH in 
conversation.

Y’SON (CONT'D)
(laughing)

Whoah-ho okay, pal! I’ll let you 
tell her. 

(to Gary)
Okay, well my name is Y’son, and 
I’m the lead medical officer here. 
We’re glad we got you in when we 
did, you were close to drowning 
there!

A look of relief washes over Gary’s face.

GARY
Oh my goodness, great! You know, 
we thought you guys were gonna eat 
us.

Y’son bursts out loud in a laugh.

Y’SON
Oh ho ho! No, we were going to!

GARY
Oh...

Y’SON
Funny story actually, we’re right 
there, about to sink my biters 
into some sweet ole flesh.

GARY
Oh dear god.

Y’SON
And then I take a look down at 
your shirt and I jus-- 

He can’t contain his laughter. Gary looks to remember 
he’s still wearing his “Fishes before Bishes” shirt.

QUINN
I can’t believe that stupid shirt 
saved us.

Gary jumps up.

GARY
(cocky)

Yeah, you know, Quinn, that’s just 
how I riz-oll...
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While trying to be smooth and put his arm around her, he 
falls flat on his face.

AVOCATO
(to Y’Son)

We come seeking our friend.

GARY
(still on his face)

Little green bubbly guy? Says 
chookedy? Likes cookies?

Y’SON
You know, I think we picked 
something up like that earlier 
today. But first, you’ve been 
invited to our grand palace for a 
meal with the royal family. 

The crew begins to make their way towards the exit.

GARY
Well would you lookie there? 
Avocato was worried that you guys 
would be savage and vile, but no 
this is looking quite lovely.

SMASH CUT TO:

INT. GRAND PALACE - ROYAL DINING HALL

Gary and the crew stand petrified as the ROYAL SIRENS: 
JAQEUSTA, ANERA, BLOOPY DOOPY, and JOSH, savagely tear 
apart and devour a SCREAMING ALIEN BODY. 

ALIEN
(being eaten)

OH GOD OH THE PAIN THIS HURTS SO 
MUCH.

Blood splatters into Gary’s eye.

GARY
Ew ew...EW!

Bloopy and Anera fight over a severed arm.

BLOOPY DOOPY
Dad! Anera stole the last piece of 
arm and won’t share!

Anera and Bloopy SCREETCH at one another. Josh joins in 
the commotion.
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JAQEUSTA
ANERA! BLOOPY DOOPY! JOSH! Quit 
fighting in front of out guests!

Gary wipes a piece of flesh from his face.

GARY
Who us?

QUINN
Please, we are guests here, don’t 
feel obligated to give us any 
special treatment.

JAQEUSTA
(to the servants)

DESSERT TIME!

Three mermaids in butler uniforms swim off. 

JAQEUSTA (CONT'D)
I’m just so glad to have you 
visitors!

He pounds the table in excitement. His strength shakes 
the room.

JAQEUSTA (CONT'D)
We haven’t seen many outsiders 
since the space-oceans-wars.

GARY
Space...ocean wars?

QUINN
Since the dawn of the galaxy, the 
Amohans and the Sirens have fought 
for control of the planet.

A look of anguish washes over Jaqeusta’s face.

JAQEUSTA
‘Tis true, girl. They see us as 
monsters. They banished us to The 
Rift, and ever since then, we’ve 
lived out our days as outcasts... 
forced to hide in the dark.

GARY
Do you think it might have 
something with the whole eating 
people thing?
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JAQEUSTA
What do you mean?

GARY
Never mind...

The three servants return pushing a long cart of silver 
trays. In the center is a large covered platter. 

JAQEUSTA
Ah, ha!

Quinn looks to Jaqeusta with a concerned look.

QUINN
King Jaqeusta, while we greatly 
appreciate your hospitality, we 
are here on business.

AVOCATO
We come seeking our friend, we 
believe he may be here.

Jaqeusta POUNDS on the table again.

JAQEUSTA
SILENCE! We will discuss all 
affairs after dessert!

One of the servants reaches to uncover the center 
platter.

GARY
Yeah, okay. Seems perfectly 
reasonab--

The platter is lifted, inside is a chained up Mooncake 
with an apple in his mouth and whipped cream on his 
forehead.

GARY (CONT'D)
(SCREAMS.)

QUINN
Mooncake!

Gary runs and frees Mooncake from his chains. 

GARY
Mooncake you’ve missed so much! I 
Bought this hilarious shirt!
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MOONCAKE
(he likes the shirt)

Chookedy!

The Royal Family swims over.

JAQEUSTA
It appears as if we have made a 
great mistake.

GARY
Well, yeah no duh. Yah frickin... 
fish people...

Mooncake floats around his family. They all celebrate.

GARY (CONT'D)
Well this all seemed to work out. 
Wha- wait, where’s Clarence and 
HUE?

CUT TO:

INT. NURSERY - THEN

Clarence gobbles thousands of fertilized Siren Eggs into 
his mouth. He moans from the pleasure of eating unborn 
children. 

He orgasms slightly. 

INT. GRAND PALACE - CONTINUOUS

Beat.

GARY
Welp, anyway thanks for everythi--

BOOM!

A giant explosion crashes through the palace. They look 
up to see a FLEET of Amohan ships. 

JAQEUSTA
Those bastards! They chose right 
now to attack us! Right at home!

GARY
Yeah that is pretty inconvenient! 

Mooncake hides under his platter.
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JAQEUSTA
Well if they think that we are 
going to suffer in silence...

He pulls out 12 foot tall golden trident. 

JAQEUSTA (CONT'D)
Then they THOUGHT WRONG!!!!

His BATTLE CRY echos throughout the planet. Thousands of 
Sirens, once again the shadowy figures with glowing eyes 
and sharp fangs swim at a full charge toward the armada.

EXT. OCEAN - THEN

A beautiful mixture of colorful fire and explosions.

Mooncake blasts several Amohan ships. SWARMS of Sirens 
flood into each ship as they fall to the surface.

Riding giant squid, Gary, Avocato, Quinn, and Mooncake 
race towards the front lines. 

AVOCATO
(yelling over the 
noise)

Are we fighting a war?

Gary looks around. He does not know how this happened.

GARY
Oh... uh... yeah I guess.

MOONCAKE
Chookety!

He BLASTS through another ship.

GARY
Whoah-ho! Great job, mooncake!

QUINN
But all of this blasting away 
isn’t going to mean anything if we 
can’t find the mother ship!

Suddenly, a ship, bigger than the rest, overtakes the 
entire battlefield.

AVOCATO
I think that’s the mother ship...
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GARY
How can you be sure?

Avocato points to a giant blinking sign on the rear 
bumper of the ship that reads: “Proud Military Mother-
ship”.

JAQEUSTA
(fending off Amohan 
soldiers)

The only way to take down a ship 
that large is with a neonian-core 
reactor.

HUE (O.S.)
Did someone say neonian-core 
reactor?

From seemingly nowhere, HUE, Clarence, and KVN join the 
battle atop a humongous pufferfish with metal spikes. 

GARY
(peeved that KVN is 
there)

KVN! What are you doing here?!

KVN
Don’t worry, Gary! I’m here to 
save the day!

GARY
Ugh I am so PEEVED that you are 
here right now!

Clarence wipes his mouth of another fish egg. 

CLARENCE
Calm down, idiots. I’ve prepared 
for this. 

(to HUE)
Activate protocol Delta-Indigo-
Kilo. 

KVN
You got it!

KVN and HUE both begin to transform. Suddenly the two 
form a small mech with blaster-cannon arms.

HUE
Neonian-core full power ATTACK.

Suddenly an INCREDIBLE BEAM OF LIGHT bursts from their 
blasters as they decimate the entire enemy force.
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KVN
(over the cannon 
fire)

Gary are you proud of me?!

GARY (O.S.)
I frickin hate you KVN!

KVN
(cheerful, as if he 
didn’t hear Gary’s 
response)

OH-KAY!

The mother ship falls to the sea floor. 

EXT. OCEAN - LATER

The Royal Family and the crew all stand atop the remains 
of the Amohan Army. 

JAQEUSTA
My friends. Garreth..

Gary looks confused.

JAQEUSTA (CONT'D)
Apple Grotto...

AVOCATO
Um... It--

JAQEUSTA
Qweef...

QUINN
Thats no--

JAQEUSTA
And others!

HUE and KVN look to each other in pride.

JAQEUSTA (CONT'D)
We are forever in your debt! 
Nothing can ever break apart the 
bond we’ve formed here toda--

In comes rushing a SIREN GUARD. 

GUARD
Your highness! There’s been a 
break in to the nursery!
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INT. NURSERY - MOMENTS LATER

The sirens and crew bust the door open to find Clarence 
passed out. The only remains around him are a few half-
eaten shells of fish eggs... Siren eggs.

Clarence opens his eyes to see the intense stare of the 
King. 

Jaqeusta’s eyes begin to glow red. He looks to the crew.

JAQEUSTA
(SCREEEEEEACHES with intense fury)

CUT TO:

INT. FLIGHT DECK - DAY

Little Cato sits alone. He strums a somber tune. 

Ash hears his song and decides to join in. She magically 
heals her key-tar and begins to play away.

Fox jams away on the drums with a smile towards Little 
Cato.

The three play their hearts out, and end with a BIG 
SYMPHONIC FINALE. Out of breath, the three hug.

FOX
I’m so happy we got the band back 
together!

GARY (O.S.)
I’m not gonna lie to you guys...

The crew returns from their mission, covered in claw 
marks and seaweed.

GARY (CONT'D)
Your music sucks I think you 
should break up...

KVN smashes the key-tar.

KVN
(excited)

Yeah! What Gary said!

Ash levitates KVN into a wall.

KVN (CONT'D)
Ow.
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EXT. CRIMSON LIGHT - LATER

GARY (V.O.)
And it appears that once again, 
having saved their friend, 
Mooncake, defeating an underwater 
army, and escaping the treacherous 
treachery of the TRENCH. Our 
heroes are off again on their 
endless mission to save the 
universe.

The ship begins to take off. The reverse lights kick on.

GARY (V.O.)
With the guidance of their 
fearless leader, Gary Goodspeed, 
the best god-flippin pilot on this 
side of the galax-- 

CRACK! The Crimson Light backs directly into a familiar-
looking ship.

LESLIE (V.O.)
SCRAEEEEEEEEEEKKKKKKKKKKKK!!!!

GARY
Crap holes...

END OF EPISODE
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